
Summary

Professionally, I've worked as an electrician for four years and as a taxi driver for over three years. I'm ready to learn new

things and take on different jobs, even if they're not related to what I've done before. I'm easy to train, very responsible, and

open to any opportunities that come my way. I'm glad to try new things and put in the effort to do well and I open to

absolutely any suggestions

Experience

Yandex Taxi company | Moscow

driver | 06/2019 - 08/2022

Met the company's high standards for safe and comfortable transportation of passengers. This included treating people kindly

and making sure they arrived safely at their destinations

TSK( Tambov energy company) | Morshansk ,Tambov Region ,Russia

electrician | 02/2013 - 06/2016

My responsibilities included accounting and controlling electricity usage, as well as preventing electricity theft

Skills

Communication skills, Customer service, sociable, hyper responsible, easy to train, hardworking, English

Education

TGTU (Tambov state technical university) | Tambov,Tambov Region,Russia

jurisprudence | 06/2018

TGTY (Tambov state technical university) | Tambov,Tamov region,Russia

power supply of industrial enterprises | 06/2016

elementary,middle and high school | Morshansk

humanities and applied sciences | 07/2010

Languages

Russian, english, finnish elementary (in progress)

Hobbies

In my free time, I enjoy working out at the gym, reading, and learning new things

I don't have bad addiction

I firmly believe that if given the opportunity, I will prove to be a valuable asset to your team. I am dedicated, hyper-

responsible, and committed to delivering my best in every task. Even if I lack certain skills, I am eager to learn and ready to

work diligently, ensuring that I meet and exceed the expectations of my employer

My contacts

Telegram : https://t.me/godbless69 |||||

WhatsApp :  +358 46 6469628

Roman Golikov

046 646 9628 | freedom66demo@gmail.com | Uusikaupunki ,Finland

https://t.me/godbless69

